
Handedness, Drugs, and Molecular Shape

Why does your right glove fit only on your right hand and not on your left hand? Why do 
the threads on a lightbulb twist only in one direction so that you have to turn the bulb 
clockwise to screw it in? The reason is that the glove and the light bulb have a  
handedness to them. When your right hand is held up to a mirror, the reflected image 
looks like your left hand.

Molecules can also have a handedness and can thus exist in mirror image forms, one 
right-handed and one left-handed. Take, for example, the main classes of biomolecules 
found in living organisms: carbohydrates (sugars), proteins, fats, and nucleic acids. 
These and most other biomolecules are handed, and usually  only one of the two 
possible mirror image forms occurs naturally in a given organism. The other form can 
often be made in the laboratory but does not occur naturally.

The biological consequences of molecular handedness can be dramatic. Look at the 
structure of dextromethorphan and levomethorphan, for instance. The right-hand form, 
dextromethorphan, is a common cough suppressant found as an ingredient in many 
over-the-counter cold medication; the left-handed form, levomethorphan, is a powerful 
narcotic pain reliever (analgesic) similar in its effects to morphine. The two molecules  
are identical except for their handedness, yet their chemical and biological properties 
are completely different.
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Another example of the effects of molecular happiness is the substance called carvone. 
The left-handed form carvone occurs in mint plants and has the characteristic odor of 
spearmint, while the right-hand form occurs in several herbs and has the odor of 
caraway seeds. Again, the two molecules are the same except for their handedness, yet 
they have entirely different odors.

Why do different mirror image forms of molecules have different biological properties? 
The answer goes back to the question about why a right glove fits only on the right 
hand: A right hand in a right glove is a perfect match because the two shapes are 
complementary. Putting the same right hand into a left glove produces a mismatch 
because the two shapes are not complementary. In the same way, handed molecules 
such as dextromethorphan and carvone have specific shapes that match only  the 
complementary-shaped receptor sites in the body. The mirror-image forms of the 
molecules can’t fit into the receptor sites and don’t elicit the same biological response. 

Precise molecular shape is of critical importance to every living organism. Almost every 
chemical interaction in living systems is governed by  the complementarity between  the 
shape of a molecule and the shape of the receptor that can detect it. 
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These two plants both produce 
carvone, but the mint plant  yields the 
left-handed form, while the caraway 
plant yields the right-handed form.

This  reading was copied directly from an unsourced textbook entry (pg. 272-273) entitled “Interlude - Handedness, 
Drugs and Molecular Shape”.


